Pursuant to Indiana University Student Association Elections Code, Title IX, Section 903, the Student Body Supreme Court of Indiana University hereby certifies the following election results:

**Total Number of ballots cast: 9496**

**Summary of votes for position "Executive Candidates":**

WIN  3656 vote(s) for voteforpedro
     3606 vote(s) for kirkwood
     1531 vote(s) for connect
     535 vote(s) for college

**Summary of votes for position "Residential Candidates":**

Subcategory "Ashton"

WIN  83 vote(s) for Kevin Chen, Kirkwood
     37 vote(s) for Margot Phillips, Vote for Pedro
     30 vote(s) for Grace Akinlemidola, College

Subcategory "Briscoe"

WIN  132 vote(s) for Rachel Schwartz, Vote for Pedro
     125 vote(s) for Catherine Manning, Kirkwood
     50 vote(s) for Terrence Chapman, Connect

Subcategory "Collins"

WIN  115 vote(s) for Matt Fortman, Connect
     40 vote(s) for Julie Luber, Kirkwood
     14 vote(s) for Jan Oehler, Vote for Pedro

Subcategory "Eigenmann"

WIN  96 vote(s) for Jennifer Luechauer, Kirkwood
     53 vote(s) for Michael Wade, Vote for Pedro
     50 vote(s) for Jervai Drago, Connect

Subcategory "Family Student Housing"

TIE  29 vote(s) for Anna Goldberg, Connect
     29 vote(s) for Kelly Haramis, Vote for Pedro
     23 vote(s) for Nathan Orme, Kirkwood

Subcategory "Forest"

WIN  165 vote(s) for Laura Maul, Kirkwood
     62 vote(s) for Amanda Arhontas, Vote for Pedro

Subcategory "Foster"
WIN 183 vote(s) for Kathleen Inges, Vote for Pedro
167 vote(s) for Tiffany Kretter, Kirkwood
112 vote(s) for Matt Jarson, Connect

Subcategory "Greek Extension"

WIN 141 vote(s) for Marie Hershberger, Kirkwood
137 vote(s) for Brian Mehler, Vote for Pedro
36 vote(s) for Patrick Russell, Connect
36 vote(s) for Melanie Krinsky, College

Subcategory "Greek North Jordan"

WIN 147 vote(s) for Dana Robinson, Kirkwood
111 vote(s) for Christine Moore, Vote for Pedro
32 vote(s) for Scott Shtofam, Connect

Subcategory "Greek South Campus"

WIN 194 vote(s) for Eric Turrin, Kirkwood
165 vote(s) for Mary Rubino, Vote for Pedro
48 vote(s) for Andrew Rich, Connect
23 vote(s) for Larry Brian Williams, College

Subcategory "McNutt"

WIN 240 vote(s) for Jeremy Starling, Vote for Pedro
200 vote(s) for Haylee Deniston, Kirkwood
71 vote(s) for Konstantin Paramonov, Connect

Subcategory "Off Campus"

WIN 1052 vote(s) for Alison Mitchell, Vote for Pedro
WIN 1027 vote(s) for Michael Malone, Vote for Pedro
WIN 968 vote(s) for Lindesy Valach, Kirkwood
WIN 961 vote(s) for Matt O'Neal, Vote for Pedro
WIN 936 vote(s) for Brad Mundy, Vote for Pedro
WIN 923 vote(s) for Kyle Bush, Vote for Pedro
WIN 912 vote(s) for Brett Stewart, Vote for Pedro
WIN 900 vote(s) for Andrew Riker, Vote for Pedro
WIN 890 vote(s) for Matt Goar, Vote for Pedro
WIN 875 vote(s) for Brett Hartley, Vote for Pedro
WIN 849 vote(s) for Amanda Newsom, Vote for Pedro
WIN 842 vote(s) for Victoria Campbell, Kirkwood
WIN 841 vote(s) for Eric Phoun, Kirkwood
WIN 839 vote(s) for Greg Buhay, Vote for Pedro
WIN 837 vote(s) for William Harmon, Vote for Pedro
833 vote(s) for Anthony Geraci, Vote for Pedro
831 vote(s) for Philip Smith, Kirkwood
830 vote(s) for Matt Brunner, Kirkwood
830 vote(s) for Justin Rumer, Kirkwood
829 vote(s) for Rachel Vilensky, Kirkwood
826 vote(s) for John Phillip, Kirkwood
826 vote(s) for Joanna Johns, Kirkwood
825 vote(s) for Aaron Wilson, Kirkwood
821 vote(s) for John Schmidt, Kirkwood
816 vote(s) for Bryan King, Kirkwood
809 vote(s) for Gordon Lohge, Kirkwood
793 vote(s) for Kyle Killion, Vote for Pedro
782 vote(s) for James Yi, Vote for Pedro
771 vote(s) for Kanishka Pawar, Kirkwood
746 vote(s) for John Bradburn, Vote for Pedro
707 vote(s) for Lauren Goode, Vote for Pedro
511 vote(s) for Jeff Sidburn, Vote for Pedro
488 vote(s) for Curt Streicher, Connect
485 vote(s) for Dara Edelman, Connect
480 vote(s) for Mustafa Kanchwala, Connect
479 vote(s) for Julian Curry, Connect
473 vote(s) for Kathryn Mullen, Connect
471 vote(s) for Clint Unger, Connect
468 vote(s) for Jennifer Dunning, Connect
466 vote(s) for Brandon Kirk, Connect
460 vote(s) for Brandon Elward, Connect
450 vote(s) for Michael Weinberger, Connect
445 vote(s) for Daric Wickstrom, Connect
436 vote(s) for Bennett Fink, Connect
420 vote(s) for William Todd, Connect
393 vote(s) for Jon Wenzel, Connect
333 vote(s) for Marc Fineman, Connect
302 vote(s) for Emily Kissel, College
260 vote(s) for Jacquelyn Gronau, College
252 vote(s) for Adam Santons, College
246 vote(s) for Justin Stewart, College
240 vote(s) for Marjorie Morgenstern, College
241 vote(s) for Nick Fredman, College
241 vote(s) for Jordan Johnson, College
222 vote(s) for Craig Starr, Independent
219 vote(s) for K. Jackson-Meara, College
217 vote(s) for Dave Sauter, College
10 vote(s) for David VanDeventer
7 vote(s) for Tom Greenwood
5 vote(s) for Brian Mehler

Subcategory "Read"

WIN 82 vote(s) for Joy Reeder, Kirkwood
78 vote(s) for Melanie Robbins, Connect
40 vote(s) for Matt Maday, Vote for Pedro
14 vote(s) for Everett Hoffberg, College

Subcategory "Teter"

WIN 258 vote(s) for Tara Virgil, Kirkwood
137 vote(s) for Samuel Scarpino, Connect
88 vote(s) for Kyle Lowden, Vote for Pedro

Subcategory "Willkie"
WIN  122 vote(s) for Isaiah Artest, Kirkwood
     42 vote(s) for Corey Meridas, Vote for Pedro
     29 vote(s) for A. Jessica Fix, Connect
     15 vote(s) for Jamie Lober, Independent

Subcategory "Wright"

WIN  182 vote(s) for Claudia Rhye, Kirkwood
     81 vote(s) for Kyle Webb, Vote for Pedro
     74 vote(s) for Maureen Lindley, Connect

Summary of votes for position "Academic Candidates":

Subcategory "College of Arts and Sciences"

WIN  657 vote(s) for Megan Troxel, Kirkwood
WIN  647 vote(s) for Adam Kintz, Kirkwood
WIN  628 vote(s) for Kasey King, Vote for Pedro
WIN  626 vote(s) for Kristin Sanborn, Vote for Pedro
WIN  621 vote(s) for Shea Ferree, Kirkwood
WIN  606 vote(s) for Natalie Deak, Kirkwood
     602 vote(s) for Mo Lambert, Vote for Pedro
     557 vote(s) for Brittany Lockerbie, Vote for Pedro
     554 vote(s) for Evan Merida, Kirkwood
     546 vote(s) for Colin Rinafer, Vote for Pedro
     520 vote(s) for Sean McGoff, Kirkwood
     477 vote(s) for Dustin Holland, Vote for Pedro
     363 vote(s) for Jasmine Johnson, Connect
     354 vote(s) for Brian Laiderman, Connect
     349 vote(s) for Colin Jorgensen, Connect
     346 vote(s) for Katie Calahan, Connect
     342 vote(s) for Cathy Blumenfeld, Connect
     286 vote(s) for Gwendolyn Humphreys, Connect
     165 vote(s) for Rachel Taxman, College
     150 vote(s) for Matthew Durbin, College
     139 vote(s) for Adam Aft, College
     125 vote(s) for Kristi McCotter, College

Subcategory "Continuing Studies"

WIN  46 vote(s) for Jeff Louis, Kirkwood
     44 vote(s) for Justin Kaercher, Vote for Pedro

Subcategory "HPER"

WIN  165 vote(s) for Lauren Lamping, Vote for Pedro
WIN  117 vote(s) for Tyler Wilson, Kirkwood
     110 vote(s) for Carl Keuth, Vote for Pedro
     78 vote(s) for John Boss IV, Kirkwood
     35 vote(s) for Alice Deer, College
     28 vote(s) for Kristel Messer, Connect
     24 vote(s) for Anna Saraceno, Connect
Subcategory "Honors College"

WIN  1748 vote(s) for Catherine Heryford (Honors), Kirkwood
1559 vote(s) for Carrye Troyer (Honors), Vote for Pedro
1028 vote(s) for Frank Hrisomalos (Honors), Connect

Subcategory "Informatics"

WIN  26 vote(s) for Daniel Vu, Kirkwood
20 vote(s) for Drew Diefendorf, Vote for Pedro
  8 vote(s) for Seun Animashaun, Connect

Subcategory "Labor Studies"

WIN  1 vote(s) for Ryan Wilhite, Kirkwood

Subcategory "Law School"

WIN  34 vote(s) for Levi Harris, Connect
  27 vote(s) for Emily Rich, Kirkwood
  17 vote(s) for Melinda Nusbaum, Vote for Pedro
  1 vote(s) for Nicholas Capezza
  1 vote(s) for Merriwhether, Shane

Subcategory "Optometry"

WIN  7 vote(s) for Zach Jones, Vote for Pedro
  2 vote(s) for David Moore, Kirkwood

Subcategory "SLIS"

TIE  5 vote(s) for Sarah Edmiston, Kirkwood
TIE  5 vote(s) for Lindsy Serrano, Connect

Subcategory "SPEA"

WIN  76 vote(s) for Brian Benko, Vote for Pedro
  51 vote(s) for Ryan Merrill, Kirkwood
  29 vote(s) for Eric Morris, Connect

Subcategory "School of Business"

WIN  448 vote(s) for Ashley Kincaid, Kirkwood
WIN  396 vote(s) for Andrew Meyers, Kirkwood
WIN  339 vote(s) for Brittany Parent, Vote for Pedro
311 vote(s) for Kim Fornek, Vote for Pedro
302 vote(s) for Patrick Theiler, Kirkwood
289 vote(s) for Lisa Bellezzo, Vote for Pedro
273 vote(s) for Giovanni Gallo, Connect
209 vote(s) for Jeffrey Newcom, Connect
153 vote(s) for Anna Simonova, Connect
  89 vote(s) for Jacob Springman, College
### Subcategory "School of Education"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vote Count</th>
<th>Candidate Name</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>Robby Tomlinson, Vote for Pedro</td>
<td>Kirkwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>Loren Coghill, Vote for Pedro</td>
<td>Kirkwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Doug Marcotte, Kirkwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Nicholas Buck, Kirkwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Jessica Lundgren, Connect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Eric Jenkins, Connect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Cicely Merritt, College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Subcategory "School of Journalism"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vote Count</th>
<th>Candidate Name</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Katie Schluntz, Vote for Pedro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Christine Loncaric, Kirkwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Cassie Storm, Connect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sahara Williams, College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Subcategory "School of Music"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vote Count</th>
<th>Candidate Name</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Erin Saway, Kirkwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>McKay Clarey, Kirkwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Veronica Bryant, Connect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Emily Herdeman, Vote for Pedro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ego Ehiemenonye, Connect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Subcategory "School of Nursing"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vote Count</th>
<th>Candidate Name</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Jill Delaney, Kirkwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Meghann Moxel, Vote for Pedro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Subcategory "Social Work"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vote Count</th>
<th>Candidate Name</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Olivia Dole, Kirkwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nadina Kodba, Vote for Pedro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Subcategory "University Division"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vote Count</th>
<th>Candidate Name</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1132</td>
<td>Molly Giles, Kirkwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1116</td>
<td>Maggie Daniels, Kirkwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1041</td>
<td>DJ White, Kirkwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1026</td>
<td>Robert Vaden, Kirkwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1005</td>
<td>Adam Passarelli, Vote for Pedro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>990</td>
<td>Kristin King, Kirkwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>967</td>
<td>Chris Mills, Kirkwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>840</td>
<td>Dan Karlander, Vote for Pedro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>794</td>
<td>Andrew Spivey, Vote for Pedro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>794</td>
<td>Timothy Daniels, Vote for Pedro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>754</td>
<td>Erin Fleck, Vote for Pedro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>677</td>
<td>Amanda Vaal, Vote for Pedro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>459</td>
<td>Andrew Grossi, Connect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385</td>
<td>Catherine Vaerewyck, Connect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>Sally Pissetzky, Connect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367</td>
<td>Branden Hayward, Connect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>349</td>
<td>Christina Faulkner, Connect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summary of votes for position "CASI Funding Board":

WIN 3748 vote(s) for Julie Aud, Independent
WIN 3612 vote(s) for Elise Pent, Independent
WIN 3459 vote(s) for David White, Independent
WIN 3395 vote(s) for Jeffrey Evitts, Independent
37 vote(s) for Mike Trevino
12 vote(s) for Andrew Lauck
10 vote(s) for Kim Hill
 7 vote(s) for mike trevino
 7 vote(s) for Joe Sharpe
 5 vote(s) for Casey Mace

Ballot casting methods:

On-Line: 9496
Paper: 0

Note: candidates receiving less than five total votes were redacted from the above results in order to limit the extreme length of the full document. Full results are on file and available upon request from the Student Body Supreme Court.